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A class X of groups forms a (subnormal) coalition class, or is (subnormally)
coalescent, if whenever H and K are subnormal 3£-subgroups of a group G then
their join < H,K > is also a subnormal 3E-subgroup of G. Among the known
coalition classes are those of finite groups and polycyclic groups (Wielandt [15]);
groups with maximal condition for subgroups (Baer [1]); finitely generated nil-
potent groups (Baer [2]); groups with maximal or minimal condition on subnor-
mal subgroups (Robinson [8], Roseblade [11,12]); minimax groups (Roseblade,
unpublished); and any subjunctive class of finitely generated groups (Roseblade
and Stonehewer [13]).

A group G has finite rank r, for a positive integer r, if every finitely generated
subgroup of G can be generated by r elements and if r is the least such integer.
(This is the Mal'cev special rank, cf. Kuros [5]). We shall prove that the class of
all groups of finite rank, and certain of its subclasses (in particular nilpotent, solu-
ble, locally nilpotent, and locally soluble groups of finite rank) are coalition classes.

Our notation will be consistent with that of Robinson [9]. In particular if H
is a subgroup of G and n is a positive integer then H G'" is the nth term of the nor-
mal closure series of H in G. The group [H,K] is that generated by all commuta-
tors h~1 k~*hk for h e H, k e K; and inductively we define

The closure operations L and sn are defined as follows: for any class X of groups,
snX consists of all subnormal subgroups of 3£-groups. A group G is in LX if every
finite subset of G is contained in an JE-subgroup of G; LX is the class of locally-X-
groups.

We may now state our main theorem.
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THEOREM 1. Let 3Cl5 X2, ••• be a sequence of L- and sn-closed classes of groups,

and let

X = U r=i3£;.

Assume that the product of a normal XfSubgroup and a normal Xj-subgroup
always belongs to Xk where k = k(i,j). Then the class of X-groups of finite rank
is a subnormal coalition class.

COROLLARY. Groups of finite rank, soluble groups of finite rank, and nilpotent
groups of finite rank form subnormal coalition classes.

PROOF. For the first case, take each Xt to be the class of all groups; for the
second the class of soluble groups of derived length ^ i; for the third the class of
nilpotent groups with class S i.

(Of course, the results of Stonehewer [14] show that two subnormal soluble
groups always generate a soluble group.) The theorem will follow from three
standard lemmas.

LEMMA 1. If H 5S G and X is an s-generator subgroup of G, then

Hx = <H1,[H,rZ]>

for any v > 0, where Ht is generated by at most I + s + ••• + s"'1 conjugates

ofH inX.

PROOF. Robinson [9] Lemma 3.21. See also Roseblade and Stonehewer [13].

LEMMA 2. 7/JV <i G and N has finite rank r and G/N has finite rank r', then
G has finite rank ^ r + r'.

PROOF. Baer [3] Lemma 1.3.

LEMMA 3. Let XUX2,--- be a sequence of sn-closed classes such that the
condition on normal products in the theorem is satisfied. Let H<s" G,K<ivG,
HK = H and suppose that HeXt and KeXj.If J = <H,K> then J<?v G and
JeX, where I = l(i,j,v).

PROOF. AS in Robinson [9] Lemma 3.15.

PROOF OF THEOREM. Let H<\"G,K<ivG and suppose that Hand K have
finite ranks r and s respectively. Let H e Xt and K e Xj. Write J = < H, K > .
We shall prove that JeXf, J has finite rank ^ g, and J <a* G where f,g,h are
integers ^ 0 depending only on ij, r,s,u,v. If u ^ 1, then H <i G and the result
follows from Lemmas 2 and 3. Therefore let u > 1 and v > 1.

Let X be any finitely generated subgroup of K; then X is an s-generator group
and

Hx = < Hi, [ # „ * ] >
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where Hx is generated by 1 + s + ••• + s""1 conjugates of H in X by lemma 1.
Write

H(X)= <//*,[// ,„£]> = <//1,[H,,,K]>.

From K<sv G it follows that {H,VK] <a K; thus [H,vK]<sXj,\H,vK~\ has rank
^ s and [H,vK~\<\v+lG. Also /T -=i"+1 Ha if seX. Therefore we can use in-
duction on u to show that H(X) eXr,H(X) has finite rank g g' and H(X)<\h' G
where f',g',h' depend only on i,j,r,s,u,v. Now obviously any two H(X)'s are
contained in a third, and

HK = U H(X),

the union being over all finitely generated subgroups X of K. From this it is clear
that HKehXr = Xr and HK has rank ^ #'. Let ye(tfK)Cl'1', the h'-th normal
closure of //* in G. Clearly ye(/ / (I)) c '" ' = H(X) S HK for some finitely gen-
erated subgroup X of K. Therefore (HK)G'h' = HK and HK <:"'G.

Finally, J = HK K and the result follows from lemmas 2 and 3.
We may now fill in some extra detail, as follows:

THEOREM 2. Locally nilpotent groups of finite rank and locally soluble
groups of finite rank form coalition classes.

PROOF. The first assertion follows immediately from Theorem 1 and the
Hirsch-PIotkin theorem (Hirsch [4], Plotkin [7]). It should be noted that for
groups of finite rank local nilpotence is equivalent to hypercentrality, from results
of Mal'cev [6].

For the second assertion, let H and K be subnormal in G, each locally soluble
of finite rank, and let J = < H,K > . By Robinson [10] Hin) is hypercentral for
some n, so that the upper Hirsch-PIotkin series (of iterated Hirsch-PIotkin radicals)
of H reaches H in finitely many steps. Similarly for K. The Hirsch-PIotkin theorem
shows that the upper Hirsch-PIotkin series of J reaches J in finitely many steps.
We know that J has finite rank; that it is also locally soluble follows from the main
theorem of Robinson [10]. Of course J sn G by theorem 1, and its corollary.

It should be noted that the class of locally soluble groups is not even N0-closed
(where X is N0-closed if the join of two normal ̂ -subgroups is in X) as is shown by
a famous example of Hall (Robinson [9] theorem 4.24). Further, locally nilpotent
groups of finite rank need not be soluble; the relevant example being due to Kegel
(see Baer [3] p.27) and consisting of a direct product of finite p-groups, for dif-
ferent p, having bounded rank but unbounded derived length.

It is easy to see that nilpotent groups of finite rank do not form an ascendant
coalition class (defined in the obvious way), by considering the split extension of a
group of type C2<x> by the automorphism which inverts every element. We have
not decided whether groups of finite rank, or soluble groups of finite rank, form
an ascendant coalition class.
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